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•• Silicone coatings are widely used for Silicone coatings are widely used for 
suspenderlesssuspenderless, hold, hold--up stocking up stocking 
applications. applications. 

•• Silicone coating on lace imparts Silicone coating on lace imparts 
antianti--slip properties, high elongation slip properties, high elongation 
and low modulus, while remaining and low modulus, while remaining 
“invisible” through the lace. “invisible” through the lace. 

Global Market Overview:Global Market Overview:
Fashion Textile CoatingsFashion Textile Coatings
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Global Market Overview:Global Market Overview:
Fashion Textile CoatingsFashion Textile Coatings

•• Breathable, comfortable products Breathable, comfortable products 
suitable for skin contact.suitable for skin contact.

•• DermatologicallyDermatologically tested and tested and 
shown to cause no chemical shown to cause no chemical 
irritation when in contact with irritation when in contact with 
skin. skin. 

7
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Global Market Overview:Global Market Overview:
Fashion Textile CoatingsFashion Textile Coatings

•• Silicone coatings’ antiSilicone coatings’ anti--slip slip 
properties make them properties make them 
suitable for strapless bras, suitable for strapless bras, 
socks and pant waistbands. socks and pant waistbands. 

8
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Global Market Overview:Global Market Overview:
Fashion Textile CoatingsFashion Textile Coatings

•• Silicone coatings also are used to Silicone coatings also are used to 
modify the touch or the look of modify the touch or the look of 
fashion apparel. fashion apparel. 

•• Their UV resistance, water Their UV resistance, water 
repellence and repellence and breathabilitybreathability
provide additional highprovide additional high--value value 
features to garments. features to garments. 

•• Silicone coatings are wash Silicone coatings are wash 
durable.durable.

9
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Fashion Coatings Application RequirementsFashion Coatings Application RequirementsFashion Coatings Application Requirements

Anti-slip, flexibility, high elongation, low modulusAnti-slip, flexibility, high elongation, low modulusSocks

Anti-slip, breathability, flexibilityAnti-slip, breathability, flexibilityPant waistbands

Special effect, special touch, flexibility, breathabilitySpecial effect, special touch, flexibility, breathabilityApparel

UV/weather resistance, water repellence,  flexibility, 
lightweight, special effect
UV/weather resistance, water repellence,  flexibility, 
lightweight, special effectSportswear

Anti-slip, transparencyAnti-slip, transparencyStrapless bras 

Anti-slip, tear strength, high elongation, low modulus, 
transparency
Anti-slip, tear strength, high elongation, low modulus, 
transparency

Suspenderless, hold-up 
stockings 

Specific RequirementsApplications

11
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Silicone Coatings:                            :                             
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

16

Good release 
properties

Can be 
transparent 

or pigmented

Anti-slip or 
anti-friction

Water 
repellence

Food contact 
applications possible 

(FDA/BGA)

Can be
glossy

Silicone Coatings
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Silicone Coatings

Easy to process 
(one or two parts)

Good weathering 
performance

100% solids

UV light
stability

Solvent 
free

Silicone Coatings:                            :                             
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

17

Very resistant
to liquid water 

and soaps
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Silicone and OrganicSilicone and Organic
Coating ComparisonCoating Comparison

Advantages of Silicone Coatings
•• High transparencyHigh transparency
•• Better flexibilityBetter flexibility
•• Better retention of tensile and Better retention of tensile and 

elongation properties after heat elongation properties after heat 
agingaging

•• Relatively high surface grip Relatively high surface grip 
•• Easy to process (many coating Easy to process (many coating 

systems are 100 percent solids)systems are 100 percent solids)
•• Less chance of worker sensitization Less chance of worker sensitization 

after repeated handling (especially after repeated handling (especially 
vs. acrylics and urethanes)vs. acrylics and urethanes)

Advantages of Organic Coatings
•• Lower cost (exceptLower cost (except PTFEPTFE))
•• Low dirt pickLow dirt pick--up (up (PTFEPTFE, , 

polyurethane, acrylic)polyurethane, acrylic)
•• High initial tensile strengthHigh initial tensile strength
•• Good chemical resistance (Good chemical resistance (PTFEPTFE, , 

nitrilenitrile))
•• Good heat resistance (Good heat resistance (PTFEPTFE))
•• Low surface friction (Low surface friction (PTFEPTFE))
•• Recyclable (PVC)Recyclable (PVC)

18
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How to Apply a Coating:How to Apply a Coating:

Process ExamplesProcess Examples

•• Dip/immersion coatingDip/immersion coating
•• Kiss roll (lick roll)Kiss roll (lick roll)
•• Knife coating (over air, roll or rubber sleeve)Knife coating (over air, roll or rubber sleeve)
•• Rotogravure coatingRotogravure coating
•• ExtrusionExtrusion
•• SprayingSpraying
•• TypicalTypical LSRLSR coating linecoating line

22
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Silicone Coating Chemistries forSilicone Coating Chemistries for
Fashion Textile Applications:Fashion Textile Applications:

Types of ProductsTypes of Products

•• RTVRTV (room temperature vulcanizing) (room temperature vulcanizing) elastomerselastomers

•• LSRLSR (liquid silicone rubber) (liquid silicone rubber) elastomerselastomers

27
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RTV ElastomersRTV Elastomers

28
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CH3 - Si - CH3

                                                                              
CH3                                                               O         CH3

catalyst            
 -Si-OH  + HOH + R - Si(AcO)3 R - Si - O - Si  + 3AcOH + HOH
                                  
CH3                                                               O         CH3 

                                                                              
CH3 - Si - CH3

                                                                              

RTVRTV:  Typical Product Chemistry:  Typical Product Chemistry

•• Moisture cure systemMoisture cure system
•• Acetic acid odorAcetic acid odor
•• Skin times 3Skin times 3--10 minutes10 minutes
•• Cure dependent on humidityCure dependent on humidity

29
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RTV Elastomers

Durable to 
washing

Water 
repellent

Breathable 

UV and weather 
resistant

Flexible

RTV ElastomersRTV Elastomers:                              :                               
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

Very good 
adhesion to a wide 
variety of fabrics

30
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Typically     
one-part 
systems

No cure in-depth 
(cures from 
“outside in”)

Condensation 
cure

Room      
temperature        

cure
Humidity
required

RTV Elastomers

RTV ElastomersRTV Elastomers:                              :                               
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

31
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Anti-slip

High elongationLow modulus

Transparent

RTV Elastomers

RTV ElastomersRTV Elastomers:                              :                               
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

Softness

Dermatologically
tested

32
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RTV reacts 
with 

atmospheric 
water, so 

surface cures 
first. Avoid 

thick sections 
( > 5 mm) 

because they 
will not cure 

properly.

Cure time of 1 
mm layer is ± 

1 hour at 
room 

temperature. 
For faster 

curing, cure in 
atmospheric-

controlled 
room.

Coating 
cures faster 

at higher 
temperature 

and 
humidity 
(see next 
frame).

Small 
amounts of 
acetic acid 
leave the 
product; 

ventilation is 
necessary.

Post-cure at high temperature improves properties.

Textile Coatings:Textile Coatings:
How to Cure anHow to Cure an RTVRTV
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11 11--mm coating thicknessmm coating thickness

Cure Speed in Relation to Cure Speed in Relation to 
Temperature and HumidityTemperature and Humidity11
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® Global Global RTVsRTVs
for Fashion Textilesfor Fashion Textiles

•• Dow CorningDow Corning®® 732 Sealant732 Sealant
•• Dow CorningDow Corning®® 734 734 FlowableFlowable SealantSealant
•• Dow CorningDow Corning®® 33--7246 Textile7246 Textile RTVRTV
•• Dow CorningDow Corning®® 33--3442 3442 FlowableFlowable TextileTextile RTVRTV
•• Dow CorningDow Corning®® 33--3559 Semi3559 Semi--FlowableFlowable TextileTextile RTVRTV
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® 33--3442 3442 FlowableFlowable TextileTextile RTVRTV: : 
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

•• Narrow fabric coating (tight weave)Narrow fabric coating (tight weave)
•• Good adhesion to fabricGood adhesion to fabric
•• High elongationHigh elongation
•• Low modulusLow modulus
•• FlowableFlowable, high viscosity, high viscosity
•• SoftSoft
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® 33--3442 3442 FlowableFlowable TextileTextile RTVRTV::
PropertiesProperties

•• Appearance: Colorless, Appearance: Colorless, flowableflowable

•• Viscosity, Viscosity, mPamPa..s:  60,000s:  60,000
•• Color after Curing:  ClearColor after Curing:  Clear
•• DurometerDurometer, Shore A:  19, Shore A:  19
•• Tensile Strength, Tensile Strength, MPaMPa ((psipsi):  1.3 (190)):  1.3 (190)
•• Elongation, %:  450Elongation, %:  450
•• Modulus, Modulus, MPaMPa ((psipsi):  0.35 (60)):  0.35 (60)
•• Tear Strength, Tear Strength, kNkN/m (/m (ppippi):  2.5 (14)):  2.5 (14)
•• SkinSkin--Over Time, minutes:  13Over Time, minutes:  13

11At 40°C, 100%At 40°C, 100% RHRH
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® 33--3559 Semi3559 Semi--FlowableFlowable TextileTextile RTVRTV::
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

•• Narrow fabric coating (open weave) Narrow fabric coating (open weave) 
•• Good adhesion to fabricGood adhesion to fabric
•• High elongationHigh elongation
•• Very good transparencyVery good transparency
•• Low modulusLow modulus
•• SemiSemi--flowableflowable
•• SoftSoft
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® 33--3559 Semi3559 Semi--FlowableFlowable TextileTextile RTVRTV::
PropertiesProperties

•• Appearance:  Colorless, semiAppearance:  Colorless, semi--flowableflowable

•• Viscosity, Viscosity, mPamPa..s:  48,000 (slightly s:  48,000 (slightly thixotropicthixotropic))
•• Color after Curing:  Crystal clearColor after Curing:  Crystal clear
•• DurometerDurometer, Shore A:  17, Shore A:  17
•• Tensile Strength, Tensile Strength, MPaMPa ((psipsi):  1.5 (217)):  1.5 (217)
•• Elongation, %:  550Elongation, %:  550
•• Modulus, Modulus, MPaMPa ((psipsi):  0.34 (49)):  0.34 (49)
•• Tear Strength, Tear Strength, kNkN/m (/m (ppippi):  3 (17)):  3 (17)
•• SkinSkin--Over Time, minutesOver Time, minutes11:  4:  4

11At 40°C, 100%At 40°C, 100% RHRH
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LSR ElastomersLSR Elastomers

49
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LSRLSR:  Typical Product Chemistry:  Typical Product Chemistry

Addition Cure Chemistry

                                   Pt                            
-Si-H  +  CH2=CH-Si- -Si-CH2CH2-Si-
                                     ∆                             

•• Accelerated by heatAccelerated by heat
•• No byproductsNo byproducts
•• Catalyst easily poisonedCatalyst easily poisoned
•• Variable pot lifeVariable pot life
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LSR Elastomers

UV and 
weather 
resistant

Water 
repellentHigh grip

Good adhesion
to polyester

and polyamide 
fibres

Durable to 
washing

LSR ElastomersLSR Elastomers:                               :                               
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

51
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LSR ElastomersLSR Elastomers:                               :                               
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

Typically     
two-part 
systems

Addition
cure chemistry

Heat
cure

Allow fast 
curing No

humidity 
required

LSR Elastomers

Can cure 
deep sections

52
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LSR ElastomersLSR Elastomers: Features/Benefits: Features/Benefits

Hardness

Transparent or 
pigmented

Very high 
elongation

Glossy

LSR ElastomersLSR Elastomers

High tear and 
tensile strength

53
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Textile Coatings:Textile Coatings:
How to Apply anHow to Apply an LSRLSR

•• PackagingPackaging
–– Usually sold as twoUsually sold as two--component component 

systems (called kits)systems (called kits)
–– Mix ratios can vary from Mix ratios can vary from 

1:1 to 10:11:1 to 10:1
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Textile Coatings:Textile Coatings:
How to Apply anHow to Apply an LSRLSR

•• Mixing EquipmentMixing Equipment
–– Laboratory trials: Laboratory trials: LSRsLSRs can be mixed with a lab can be mixed with a lab 

mixer or by hand. Pot life will vary with amount of mixer or by hand. Pot life will vary with amount of 
inhibitor. To avoid air bubbles, the mixture must inhibitor. To avoid air bubbles, the mixture must 
be put under a vacuum before use.be put under a vacuum before use.

–– Production: Mixing equipment is used. Static Production: Mixing equipment is used. Static 
mixer is preferred over dynamic mixer. (Dynamic mixer is preferred over dynamic mixer. (Dynamic 
mixer can add too much heat or separate the filler.)mixer can add too much heat or separate the filler.)
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If the LSR Part 
B becomes 
contaminated 
with water, 
strong acids or 
bases, there is a 
potential for 
release of 
hydrogen gas.

Catalyst of LSR
can be poisoned 
by contaminants: 
Lewis bases (like 
amines, ammonia, 
neoprene, sulfur, 
mercap-tides, 
vinyl groups, 
Buna rubber).

No reaction 
byproducts, 
only a very 
small amount 
of volatile 
silicones 
(cyclics).

Pot life of 
material varies 
with inhibitor/
catalyst level.  
Generally, most 
LSRs have 24-
hour pot life.

Most LSR coatings 
cure in 1-2 minutes 
at 160-180°C.  
(Many organic 
systems are in 
solvent and require 
a temperature 
gradient to gently 
remove the 
solvent.)

Recycling air is 
not a problem 
as LSRs have 
no cure 
byproducts.

Textile Coatings:Textile Coatings:
How to Cure anHow to Cure an LSRLSR
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•Replace fabric batch.
•Improve mixing efficiency.

•Contaminated fabric
•Off-ratio mixing

Variable coating properties

•Use higher viscosity LSR or blend.
•Increase gap.
•Increase cure temperature.

•Viscosity too low
•Knife gap too small
•Cure too slow

Strike-through

•Decrease knife gap.
•Zone oven temperatures.
•De-air before coating.
•Give attention to housekeeping.

•Coating too thick
•Cure temp too high
•Air in mixed LSR
•Water in coating

Bubbles in coating

•Check fabric/mixing equipment.
•Select correct LSR.
•Increase cure temperature/time.

•Pt poisoning
•Wrong choice of LSR
•Insufficient cure

Poor adhesion
SolutionCauseProblem

LSRLSR Troubleshooting GuideTroubleshooting Guide

59
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® Global Global LSRs                      LSRs                      
for Fashion Textilesfor Fashion Textiles

•• Dow CorningDow Corning®® 36313631 LSRLSR

•• Dow CorningDow Corning®® 9252/Series Fabric Coating9252/Series Fabric Coating

•• Many different products available, Dow Many different products available, Dow 
Corning technical strength. Appearance, Corning technical strength. Appearance, 
physical properties & curing conditions can physical properties & curing conditions can 
be altered. be altered. 
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® 36313631 LSRLSR::
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

•• Specially formulated for narrow fabric coatingsSpecially formulated for narrow fabric coatings

•• Applications: Narrow fabrics, baby socks, and highApplications: Narrow fabrics, baby socks, and high--
grip applications such as glove coatinggrip applications such as glove coating

•• ÖkoÖko--textex 100 compliance100 compliance

•• Higher elongation, lower modulus, and faster cure Higher elongation, lower modulus, and faster cure 
compared withcompared with RTVRTV

•• High tear & tensileHigh tear & tensile
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® 36313631 LSRLSR::
PropertiesProperties

•• 1:1 Mix Ratio1:1 Mix Ratio

•• Mix Viscosity, Mix Viscosity, mPamPa..s:  90,000s:  90,000
•• Color after Curing:  Crystal clearColor after Curing:  Crystal clear
•• DurometerDurometer, Shore A:  19, Shore A:  19
•• Tensile Strength, Tensile Strength, MPaMPa ((psipsi):  5 (725)):  5 (725)
•• Elongation, %:  800Elongation, %:  800
•• Modulus, Modulus, MPaMPa ((psipsi):  0.28 (40.6)):  0.28 (40.6)
•• Tear Strength, Tear Strength, kNkN/m (/m (ppippi):  16 (91)):  16 (91)
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Dow CorningDow Corning®® 9252/Series:9252/Series:
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

•• Applications: Fabric coating, sportswear, and Applications: Fabric coating, sportswear, and 
highhigh--grip applications such as glove coatinggrip applications such as glove coating

•• Very high transparencyVery high transparency
•• High tear strengthHigh tear strength
•• High tensile strengthHigh tensile strength
•• Available in various viscosities Available in various viscosities 
•• Hardness and elongation depending on Hardness and elongation depending on 

viscosityviscosity
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Pigment Additives for Textile Coatings:Pigment Additives for Textile Coatings:
Features/BenefitsFeatures/Benefits

•• Additives are typically used in Additives are typically used in masterbatchmasterbatch form; i.e., additive is form; i.e., additive is 
dispersed in a silicone polymer.dispersed in a silicone polymer.

•• MasterbatchMasterbatch can be added intocan be added into LSRLSR (typically to the Part A (typically to the Part A 
component).  component).  

•• Can be used in Can be used in RTVsRTVs if theif the RTVRTV is in a solvent solution.  Otherwise, is in a solvent solution.  Otherwise, 
the the masterbatchmasterbatch must be incorporated as a Part B component using a must be incorporated as a Part B component using a 
dispensing system.dispensing system.

•• Different additives:Different additives:
–– LPXLPX: 11 colors: 11 colors
–– FDA 21CFR 177.2600 for white, red and grayFDA 21CFR 177.2600 for white, red and gray
–– Red iron oxide MB improves the temperature resistance up to 300°Red iron oxide MB improves the temperature resistance up to 300°CC
–– Black MB, or Al(OH)Black MB, or Al(OH)33, can improve flame , can improve flame retardancyretardancy..
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